Fauvism Landscape
Materials
- Acrylic Paint Colors (Red,
Blue, Yellow, Black, White)
- Paintbrushes ( Flat brush
and Round brush)
- Canvas Panel or Cardstock
- Cup for Water
-Apron
-Napkin or Scrap Fabric
-Palette or Piece of Cardboard

Description
You will learn about Fauvism
and recreate a landscape
inspired by the fauvist art
style.

Grade Level: 3rd-6th
Time: 30+ Minutes

Fauvism was an art movement in the early 1900s
that included Henri Matisse and other French
painters. The most important thing from this
movement was that the artists experimented with
using unusual colors to represent things in their
works. Like the impressionist artists who came
before them, the fauvists were inspired by the
landscape outside, but the bright colors the fauvists
used in their paintings made the paintings look
unnatural. Follow along to paint your own fauvist
landscape like artist Maurice de Vlaminck.

Maurice de Vlaminck
"Landscape with Red Roofs"

Lesson
1. Put on your apron and prepare your space. It's best to use
different brushes if possible. You will need a flat brush and a
round brush. Go ahead a put small amounts of your paints
on your palette. You can always add more if needed. First,
with your flat paintbrush, grab some blue paint and dab the
canvas with your brush like your quickly pushing a
doorbell. This will create the affect seen below.

2. Be sure you apply the blue all
over the background but keep some
spots white for the houses. You can
mix a little bit of white paint with
blue to make a light blue. Apply the
light blue over the blue sky to
make it look far away. Or paint
your sky a different color!
3. Make sure to clean your
brush by dipping it in the
water cup, and then wipe it
with a napkin. This will
avoid unwanted color
mixing. Use your round
brush to draw out the lines
of the houses and windows
with black paint. Clean your
brush again. Use your red to
paint the roofs of the houses.
4. Clean your brush then cover up
any blue in the houses with white.
After, clean your brush in water
and make some brown paint. To do
this mix equal amounts of red,
blue, and yellow. Then, paint a tree
in your painting. Feel free to
touchup any areas if needed. Sign
your name and place your painting
aside to dry. Don't forget to clean
up your space!

